
The World Council of Churches asks: 
Can Christians be more united than the 
world of which they are part? 

Faith and Disorder in Bangalore 

Wolfhart Pannenberg 

he Faith and Order Commission of the T World Council of Churches met for two 
weeks last August in Bangalore, India. Future historians 
may conclude that Bangalore marked the end of what is 
called secular ecumenism. But first, a little of what led 
up to these developments. 

After the Commission’s meeting in Montreal (1963) 
it seemed to many that the direct path to ecclesial unity 
had been blocked. The goal of the World Council of 
Churches (WCC),, to bring about a greater unity among 
the churches, seemed to some no longer possible and to 
others no longer desirable. But the majority hoped that 
both unity and effective witness could be better 
advanced if the WCC took a detour, focusing on the 
urgent political and social problems facing all the 
churches. 

It is now apparent that the strategy of secular 
ecumenism has in fact disrupted the ecumenical process 
by magnifying political antagonisms. The intrusion of 
political quarrels into the ecumenical movement has put 
an enormous strain on the coherence of the movement. 
The resulting divisions can be overcome only by mutual 
conversion to the common basis of faith on which the 
churches of the WCC were gathered in the first place. 

In 1971 the Faith and Order meeting at Louvain 
began the study aimed at giving an “account of the hope 
that is within us” (1 Peter 3:15) and Bangalore was to 
complete that study. In distinction from the now classic 
statement on Christian hope that emerged from the 
Evanston, Illinios, meeting (1 954), the new study was to 
demonstrate the inspirational power of Christian hope 
for human life in the contemporary world. As Karl 
Barth put it, it was to show the connection between the 
great hope of the Christian faith and the small hopes of 
everyday struggles in the world. Thus it was to demon- 
strate that Christian hope is not religious escapism. 

Louvain invited member churches to contribute to the 
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study, and statements on hope came in from churches 
and sundry Christian grbups all over the world. Louvain 
anticipated that what Christians actually live, pray, 
proclaim, and hope together would represent a Christian 
unity in advance of the churches’ doctrinal formulations. 
While some contributions did express the needs and 
longings of people in various life contexts, it was far 
from clear that their hopes were justified by or rooted in 
the specifically Christian hope based upon the resurrec- 
tion of Christ. Barth’s “connection” was largely missing. 
But these were the study materials we had at Bangalore, 
and when, after several intensely disputed drafts, the 
Commission came up with a unanimous declaration, 
delegates thought it almost miraculous. 

Bangalore marked a transition to a new phase of Faith 
and Order work. Having related the concrete desires and 
hopes of people in the world to the specifically Christian 
hope based on Jesus the Christ, the Commission will 
now concentrate on that common faith as the necessary 
condition for church unity. The Commission will be 
building on its earlier studies of baptism, eucharist, and 
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cra, Ghana (1974), three agreed state- 
, eucharist, and ministry were sent to 
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from the Greek Orthodox, was the liveliest that any 
ecumenical document has received to date. In its new 
direction the Commission will go beyond ecclesiological 
items in order to embrace the totality of Christian faith. 
That includes, for example, reexamining the ancient 
creeds in light of contemporary understanding. But, in 
view of the fissures and antagonisms manifest at Banga- 
lore, it is a completely open question as to whether the 
Commission will succeed on this promising and ambi- 
tious course. 

t the Whitefield ecumenical center near A Bangalore the 140 delegates met on an 
island of well-being surrounded by a sea of suffering. 
Indulged by overwhelming Indian hospitality, we were 
as far removed from the poverty of millions as is the 
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fresh air of Mysore removed from the stifling humidity 
of the south. Realities were not forgotten, however. In 
the opening sermon, M.A. Thomas, lately director of the 
center, demanded a thorough restructuring of “the 
social, economic, and political fabric” of the country so 
as “to give all humans a sense of dignity.” Some listen- 
ers were uneasy with the image of God as “the Great 
Emancipator,” an imagery that too early turns the 
Christian hope into hope for “a casteless and classless 
society which is egalitarian in nature.” The Christian 
gospel proclaims emancipation from sin and death (John 
8:33f, 2 Corinthians 3:17), a freedon! that is not depen- 
dent upon any form of social order. The freedom we 
know in communion with Jesus’ death and resurrection 
is not just one motivation among others in the search for 
some larger freedom. 

Precisely because we take seriously the political and 
social struggles for freedom, dignity, and justice, those 
struggles must be more coherently related to the God of 
Israel and the gospel message. Otherwise, “liberation” 
becomes the pretext for establishing yet another oppres- 
sion. Most oppressors have capitalized upon the people’s 
yearning for freedom from some other oppression. 

George Fernandes, a young Roman Catholic, is 
government minister for industries, and he outlined the 
desperate economic plight of India. A former union 
leader, he had gone underground during the dictatorship 
of Indira Gandhi. When arrested, he was aided by inter- 
national appeals, including the intercession of the WCC. 
His statement underscored the anguish and ambiguities 
of secular hope. He noted, for example, India’s efforts to 
get a share of the export market for its textile goods 
against the superior economics of Hong Kong, Singa- 
pore, and Korea. “Somebody’s hope.” he declared, “is 
somebody else’s despair.” The line was frequently 
quoted in the days following. 

Are there any hopes-in this world and for this 
world-in which all can share? Faced with such ques- 
tions, the delegates were tempted to define economic 
and political change as the decisive object of realistic 
hope for human life. An Indian delegate, however, the 
Syrian Orthodox Metropolitan Osthathios, reminded 
the assembly that hope in the risen Christ can alone 
sustain people in the face of sometimes inescapable 
suffering and miserable death. At the same time, Ostha- 
thios emphasized that communion with the risen Christ 
in  eucharistic bread implied the sharing of our earthly 
bread. Unfortunately, such spirituality is only partially 
evident in the conference’s final document on the Chris- 
tian hope. 

From the beginning the drafting committee was 
committed to an “inductive” approach. That is, one 
begins with worldly hopes, then integrates them into the 
Christian hope, thus “concretizing” the latter. The 
approach lends’itself to moralistic argument that invokes 
the name of God to justify the self-interest of “the poor 
and oppressed” against “the rich and powerful.” One 
ends up with a partisan God who is easily recruited for 
any cause that calls itself liberationist and who gives his 
blessing to the prejudice that the poverty of some is the 
necessary consequence of the affluence of others. The 
prejudice ignores numerous economic and social reali- 

ties, but it does have the almost irresistible merit of 
simplicity. At least some delegates found it impossible 
to resist. 

To be sure, the moralistic elements virtually disap- 
peared from the final draft. For example, speaking of 
the presence of Christ in the Church, an earlier version 
said, “He is present in the poor.” That was changed to 
“He is-present in those who suffer.” The final draft 
underscores the eschatological nature of the hope and 
takes seriously the human sinfulness that renders ambig- 
uous all our earthly aspirations and claims. However, the 
statements on “shared hopes in the face of the common 
future” (section 6) reveal that the Commission did not 
succeed in forming an adequate theological judgment 
with respect to political and economic problems. The 
last draft includes the simplistic assertion, “We share a 
common hope that God has taken sides in this struggle 
[against exploitation and poverty].” But can it really be 
the common hope of Christians that God is a partisan in 
any struggle between people? 

The Bible knows nothing about a partisan God. When 
the God of Israel puts down the mighty and turns his 
grace to the oppressed, he is not simply siding with their 
self-interest. He does establish their right, the limits of 
which self-interested human beings all too often violate. 
But the God of the Bible is no respecter of persons. Our 
common hope looks to the judgment of God for the 
establishment of his righteousness. That righteousness 
transcends the egoistic interests of all parties concerned 
and, if we but understood, comprehends and vindicates 
the true interest of all. 

Talk about a partisan God should immediately remind 
us of the opposing armies of Christians going to war 
under the banner, “God With Us.” In such a confronta- 
tion, there indeed can be no common Christian hope. 
Our hope is in  a righteousness that is radically indepen- 
dent of our self-interested causes. Further, the gospel 
makes clear that we only participate in that righteous- 
ness as we seek reconciliation with others, especially our 
enemies. Not taking sides, but reconciliation, is the 
Christian answer. The hope speaks not of partisanship 
but of repentance on the part of all. 

ut perhaps the very structure of the effort B undertaken at Bangalore made frustra- 
tion inevitable. The delegates were divided into ten 
groups that were to discuss different aspects of Chris- 
tian hope, using the many texts that had come in from 
the member churches. Four groups focused on assigned 
subjects: hope in relation to science and technology, 
hope in new forms of community between women and 
men, hopes of youth, and the ultimate hope exemplified 
in martyrdom. The other groups were to take up docu- 
ments from different regions and to prepare responses to 
them. Many of these documents provided quite different 
pictures of the situation in their regions, and the group 
had to determine as best it could the situation in a 
specific area and then to concretize the meaning of 
Christian hope for that region on the basis of criteria 
identical in all the groups. 

Obviously the task was too much for the groups, so 
their responses ended up being more or less casual and 
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arbitrary. Thus the group dealing with Africa produced 
a document of enthusiastic confidence in the strengthen- 
ing of African “contextuality,” expressing the “hope 
that authentic African political systems will emerge for 
the total development of the people of Africa.” Things 
that got in the way of such generalizations were for the 
most part ignored. In 1975, for instance, the Roman 
Catholic bishops conference issued a courageous decla- 
ration .against the dangers of political messianism in 
their own countries. The declaration was admirably 
presented to the plenary by a representative from Zaire, 
but it apparently posed problems too difficult for the 
group dealing with Africa. Similarly, there is no refer- 
ence to the Christian martyrs in Uganda and elsewhere 
in Africa, no word about the trials of the churches in 
Angola and Mozambique, nothing about the confronta- 
tion between Christianity and Islam. 

The work of other groups was, unfortunately, not 
much more impressive. The group dealing with Asia 
confined itself to sending the Asian churches a letter of 
sympathy for their problems and thanks for sending in 
documents and intitiatives. The Eastern Europe group 
could not even do that, since nothing had come in from 
churches in that region. However, the East European 
delegates at Bangalore had agreed on a very cautious 
description of what is happening to churches in socialist 
societies, and that was used by the working group as a 
basis for its report, a report so very restrained that any 
critical element was left to inference. In contrast, the 
materials from South America and the letter of the 
group dealing with South America to the churches of 
that region produced the clear impression that radical 
criticism of the social and political systems there is still 
quite possible. Many of the numerous documents from 
Latin America employed the Marxian terminology asso- 
ciated with “liberation theology,” but several Latin 
American delegates at Bangalore indicated that that 
approach is by no means representative of the continent. 
In any case, the group’s response to Latin America did 
not.enter upon these complex issues but limited itself to 
a declaration of solidarity with the poor and oppressed, 
while calling the rich to repentance. 

Even the group on Western Europe could not move 
from the materials given it toward an independent evalu- 
ation of the situation there. There are hints at the 
ambiguities in the contemporary European mind that 
some observers elsewhere take to indicate an element of 
neurotic decomposition. But the group could not clarify 
the reasons behind that general mood, nor could it say 
anything about what the churches might do to help. 

The group on North America was an entirely differ- 
ent story. In its letter to the National Council of 
Churches in the USA, the group offered a seering 

indictment, discerning signs of hope only in some 
marginal manifestations of American church life. This 
result was due to some extent to Robert McAfee Brown, 
who selected the documents for the group’s discussions. 
The letter characterizes American society as “an overall 
system which causes loss of dignity for all,” having “de- 
structive implications,” and being marked by “op- 
pressed minorities” and “powerlessness for the many.” 
Many members of the Commission thought all this an 
intolerable caricature, and twenty-six delegates from 
Europe, Asia, Africa, Latin America, and the U.S. 
protested the group’s action by signing a statement filed 
by the author of this report. 

ince it came up on the very last evening, the S controversy over the U.S. and American 
Christianity was not debated in plenary session. Such a 
debate might have clarified the political undercurrents. 
and tensions that shaped the conference, and thus 
invited concentration upon the common and specifically 
Christian hope that brings and holds Christians togeth- 
er, despite their differences. Community within the new 
Commission could hardly be taken for granted. About 
80 per cent of the members were meeting each other fob 
the first time, and the agenda did not allow time for 
them to get to know one another a little before entering 
upon formal discussion. Maybe the agenda had to be so 
tight, sinte the “account of hope” was the first week’s 
business, while the second week was to be given to 
“growing together into unity,” the new direction of 
ecumenical process. In fact, during the second week 
some people were still working on the unsettled and 
unsettling issues of hope, which did little for the quality 
of the second week’s deliberations. 

The membership of the new Commission was deliber- 
ately heterogeneous. The concern to have different 
groups and perspectives represented put into a minority 
position the number of theologians competent on specif- 
ic faith and order issues. Again and again, theologians 
had to argue that theology is relevant to the questions 
facing the churches. In plenary session a demand calling 
for a moratorium on theology could be applauded. These 
difficulties were acute also in the second week’s discus- 
sion of the conditions of church unity. Some African 
members, for instance, rejected the doctrinal develop- 
ments of the early Church and its creeds because they 
were not products of African culture. I n  fact the ques- 
tion of the “inculturation” of the gospel is likely to claim 
much of the Commission’s attention in the time ahead. 

Although the Indian participants were not vocal on 
the subject, the issue of “Christ and culture” is especial- 
ly urgent there. Since the Christianization of the Hel- 
lenistic world the Christian gospel has not entered into a 
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richer and more differentiated cultural world than that 
of India. If the Indian churches continue to seclude 
themselves from that culture created by Hinduism, they 
will remain a foreign element in their own country., 
Trying to appropriate such a cultural heritage, however, 
inevitably runs risks similar to those encountered by 
Hellenistic Christianity. Some of the services at the 
Bangalore conference highlighted the problem and the 
challenge. In the hymns and liturgical texts of the 
services the Christian message was expressed in Sanskrit 
terms, which carry the weight of millennia of Hindu 
devotion. Readings from Hindu texts sometimes re- 
placed those from the Old Testament as a framework for 
the gospel. One remenlbers that long ago the ancient 
Church resisted the temptation to replace the history of 
Israel with Hellenistic philosophy. Had the Church not 
resisted, Christ would have become merely an illustra- 
tion of stoic or platonic doctrine. The most thoughtful 
Christians in India are not indifferent to these difficul- 
ties. 

There is an historical “givenness” about the Christian 
reality. As Jesus and the gospel are bound to the history 
of Israel, so tbe history of the Church, the Christian 
community, is essential to the transmission of the Chris- 
tian reality today. This history is continued, not obliter- 
ated or made irrelevant, by emerging new styles of 
Christian faith and. life. One cannot pretend to start all 
over again by recourse to the Bible. Attempts to do so 
not only disregard the historical reality of the Church 
but also one’s own historicity. And, of course, such an 
approach is in. fundamental contradiction to the search 
for Christian unity. 

I t  is understandable that many “younger churches” 
want to insist that their own cultures have a dignity 
equal to that of Europe or America. But what is Euro- 
pean Christian culture? The European Christians re- 
ceived the culture of foreign nations, first that of the 
Jews and then of the Greeks, both of which provided the 
forms in which the gospel was encountered. They made 
a foreign culture their own, and the product is today 
called European or American. It is somewhat ironic that 
some Christians in Asia and Africa no longer want to 
understand the gospel in the forms they have encoun- 
tered through Europeans or Americans. The alternative, 
of course, is the pre-Christian culture of their fore- 
bears. 

In truth, none of us has that choice. It is only the 
transmission of the gospel through the Church and its 
history that connects us gentile Christians with the 

Jewish origins of that gospel. Without the integration of 
the particular histories of particular communities and 
churches into the one history of all Christianity, without 
the readiness to make that entire history one’s own and 
to reinterpret one’s particularity within this “catholic” 
universal, no ecclesial unity can emerge from ecumen- 
ism. This is one reason why the status of the ancient 
creeds will become a key issue in the further work of 
Faith and Order. 

f Faith and Order is to do its job, there will I have to.be a greater openness to the crucial 
task of theology in the ecumenical process. After all, it 
was for doctrine and theology that this organ of WCC 
was established. In the long run it cannot be regarded as 
normal that theologians have to apologize for talking 
about theology, even when it is stripped of technical 
terminology. (It is equally ridiculous when every trace 
of argumentative style is expurgated from ecumenical 
documents. Such a practice can only reinforce the suspi- 
cion of ecumenism’s opponents that the whole thing is 
an exercise in the evasion of differences.) To be sure, 
theology must not separate itself from the many other 
aspects--cultural, political, economic, etc.-of the ecu- 
menical process. But integrating those aspects is itself a 
theological task. It is certain that the continued neglect 
of serious theology will only strengthen the movement 
of important ecumenical dialogue away from Faith and 
Order toward bilateral negotiations between the 
churches. 

Integration of the ecumenical process through theo- 
logical reflection is possible. The possibility was signaled 
at the beginning of the conference in the address by the 
Commission’s moderator, Professor Nikos Nissiotis of 
Athens. He interpreted the meeting as an ecclesial event 
nourished by the Holy Spirit who is implored and by the 
eschatological future that is present through the Spirit 
in the fullness of the mi-une God. That vision points the 
way for Faith and Order’s new phase. Born from the 
Orthodox spirit, it was a daring extrapolation of eccle- 
siological terminology beyond the limits of Orthodoxy, 
extending itself to include the whole of the process 
toward Christian unity. The vision offered by Nissiotis 
went beyond the immediate assignment of the Bangalore 
meeting. But the confusions and divisions of Bangalor5 
suggest that the new Commission will not go very far 
with its new assignment unless it hurries to catch up 
with that vision. 


